Cross-Border Assistance in Insolvency

Paul Omar reports on how Jersey law can be extended to assist other courts in insolvency matters

The modern law governing insolvency assistance in Jersey begins with the enactment of Article 49 of the Bankruptcy (Déasestre) (Jersey) Law 1990, which enables assistance to be given by Jersey courts to other courts in insolvency matters. The drafting of the provision is inspired by section 426 of the Insolvency Act 1986 (United Kingdom) and it permits a Jersey court to assist, to the extent it thinks fit, the courts of a prescribed country or territory in all matters relating to the insolvency of any natural or legal person. In extending assistance, the court may have regard to the principles established by the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency 1997. For the purposes of the law, a request from a court of a relevant country or territory for assistance is treated as sufficient authority for the Jersey court to exercise any jurisdiction which it or the requesting court could exercise in relation to the matters at issue. The subject matter of orders that are typically sought under this provision include for the recognition of office-holders, for disclosure of assets or information (especially documents), for the examination of witnesses, to prevent disclosure (“gagging” orders), for freezing assets (including bank accounts), restricting how information that is obtained may be used, delaying publication of the court order until further enquiries have been made as well as ancillary cost issues.1

Co-operation under Article 49 is extended to certain prescribed countries and territories, including Australia, Finland, Guernsey, the Isle of Man and the United Kingdom.2 In exercising its discretion for the purposes of assistance, a Jersey court is to have particular regard to the rules of private international law, including whether foreign proceedings are final in nature, whether they comply with perceived notions of natural justice, whether jurisdiction has been exercised validly and whether recognition would offend public order rules. Difficulty has been evidenced in relation to claims on behalf of foreign revenue authorities, although the Jersey courts have stated that it would be unfair to refuse assistance merely because the tax authorities are the most substantial of a number of major creditors.3 Assistance would be refused, however, where the tax authorities are the only claimant or the only creditors to pursue proceedings. Where proceedings contain a penal element, including the possible disqualification of company directors, the Jersey courts may subject requests for assistance to an undertaking in respect of disclosure where statutory duties to which office-holders are subject may have an impact.4

The brevity of Article 49 means that regard must be had for the case law in determining the scope of assistance. In Re Royco,5 the court accepted that the problems posed by the presence of fraud and the destruction of records made it impossible to determine accurately the inter-company indebtedness of the group and thus funds would be remitted to a pool set up by liquidators appointed in England for a single distribution to all entitled creditors. In Warner,6 the issue of concurrent proceedings was discussed with the court coming to the view that assistance under Article 49 could be forthcoming even if there were a

“Jersey courts have stated that it would be unfair to refuse assistance merely because the tax authorities are the most substantial of a number of major creditors.”
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The Jersey court may be expected to accept without further investigation the views of the requesting court as to what was required for the proper conduct of the bankruptcy or winding up and it would not normally be appropriate for the Jersey court to inquire into the basis for the views expressed by the requesting court.
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2. Article 6 of the Bankruptcy (Désastre) (Jersey) Order 2006.